
Introduction 

American Libraries and 
Agencies of Culture 

Thomas Augst 

To Mnk about libraries is to think about the material forms that culture 
takes within a social landscape. Each essay in this special issue examines some 
of the agencies by which Americans have invested particular goods and prac
tices—especially printed books and the act of reading—^with a diverse array of 
meanings and documents some of the functions that libraries play in the lives of 
individuals and communities at particular moments. In the pages that follow, the 
llbriffy is a protean thing. It is a painstaking record of books loaned to neighbors. 
If is a soaring, marbled space designed to produce silence in a noisy cityscape 
populated by immigrants. Libraries take historical form in the circulating records 
of social libraries in the nineteenth century; in the gendered cliche of the female 
iibrarian reading aloud to children in the early twentieth-century; in the 1930s, 
In a collection at the Library of Congress or the plans Franklin D. Roosevelt 
made for the preservation of his papers; in the 1950s in reading programs at the 
New York Public Library or state and local tax referendums. At the end of twen
tieth century, the library is m absence from a planned community built by Disney. 

Bach of these essays proposes that we analyze culture from a particular 
place within a landscape that is at once social, historical, and physical. It is 
within these institutional locales of culture where communities broker the ten
sions between the individual and community, the public and the private, the 
material md the symbolic. As sites where often lofty, ideological claims about 
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the value of knowledge collide with seemingly mundane problems of acce 
management, and technology, libraries allow us to think more fully about t 
processes of American culture more generally. Historically the library has bor 
the particalar weight of defining culture and devising means for its practic 
administration, all within a tangible set of problems regarding circulation, cai 
loging, and storage. 

Only when we attend to the seemingly mundane and ordinary ways in whi 
institutions work can we fully appreciate how and why the idea of culture h 
literally come to matter in the lives of individuals and conoimunities. This b 
comes palpable and tangible in collecting books, in a bookmobile traveling 
rural outposts, and in buildings that haunt the horizon of small towns and lar, 
cities across the United States. In the remainder of the introduction, I situate t] 
essays in this special volume of American Studies in relation to major issues th 
have defined the production, dissemination, and consumption of American ci 
mre: issues of social access, the construction of public life, and the organizati( 
of knowledge. Agencies of cultural formation become newly visible when u 
derstood from comparative historical locales. What a library is depends on wh 
it does: it is a social enterprise, a physical infrastructure, a symbolic site of cc 
lective memory. In the contests waged within and without the walls of librarie 
we see with particular clarity how culture came to be institutionalized as the ei 
of individual and collective lives, at once a powerful symbol of democratic HI 
erty and an effectual safeguard against its excesses. 

The Social Enterprise 
The modem history of the library has become inseparable firom the for 

and fate of print. In medieval archives manuscripts were chained to desks b< 
cause they were so costly to produce and difficult to replace. The idea that lar̂  
numbers of people might remove books they did not own from a shelf or rooi 
for days and weeks at a time depended on the industrial production of printe 
goods. Along with the expansion of Uteracy, a crucial part of the revolution sparke 
by the printing press was new modes of access that brought printed books 1 
audiences outside of cosmopolitan circuits of learned elites. 

The history of American libraries is distinguished by innovations in tih 
institutional and social forms of reading, beginning with the Library Compan 
of Philadelphia. In 1729, Benjamin Franklin and several of his peers created th 
first circulating library open to public subscription. In doing so, they helped t 
invent social libraries, organizations the primary purpose of which was to mai 
reading available to its members, and which operated essentially like joint-stoc 
companies whose members agreed to pool resources for their mutual benefi 
Prior to the Library Company, the only libraries in the colonies aside firom a fe> 
private ones were academic and theological, designed mostiy for the training c 
ministers: collections at Yale, Harvard, and Wilham and Mary, and the sever£ 
collections established by the Anglican missionary Thomas Bray and the Soci 
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ety for the Propagation of the Gospel.^ Most of these collections were formed 
by donations from Britain. By contrast, the Library Company purchased books 
to meet the tastes of its members, taking a pragmatic rather than ideological 
approach to the supply of books. It defined culture itself in terms of access, and 
it drew upon the entrepreneurial energies and managerial strategies of commerce 
to facilitate the provision of ostensible "public goods." Although one had to own 
stock in the Library Company to use it, Franklin himself referred to it as the 
"public library of Philadelphia," and its orientation was self-consciously inclu
sive and egalitarian. As its eighteenth-century catalogs demonstrate, it had rela
tively little of the theological literature that dominated most elite libraries, and 
the only works in Latin and Greek it had were donations rather than purchases; 
it was increasingly stocked with contemporary literature by Alexander Pope and 
others, as well as the novels of Henry Fielding and Ralph Richardson.^ 

Like so many reformers, educators, and philanthropists who would follow 
him, Franklin described the fiiiits of learning in the explicit language of a civi
lizing mission. In his Autobiography he saw social libraries such as the Library 
Company as a specifically republican institution that promoted equaUty and a 
national consciousness: 'These libraries have improved the general conversa
tion of the Americans, made the common tradesmen and farmers as intelligent 
as most gentlemen from other countries, and perhaps has contributed in some 
degree to the stand so generally made throughout the colonies in defense of their 
privileges."^ The wonder of America, as his own life attested, was that an artisan 
might become as intelligent as the sons of the gentry, limited only by his own 
curiosity and ambition. Franklin's comment epitomizes the myth and ideology 
that would distinguish both the history of the library and the development of 
what we might call the cultural agencies of liberalism. Here the individual pur
suit of self-interest (young men seeking to "improve" through reading) would 
rebound to the good of the civic enterprise. In the new world, access to cultural 
goods usually reserved for the well-bom would, not only transform "common 
tradesmen and farmers" into gentlemen—as Franklin's own story so famously 
attested—^but also improve conversation and intelligence, crucial elements in 
the citizens' defense of their political privileges. At that same time, such liberal 
agencies of culture were non-coercive, creating opportunities and rewarding in
dividual initiative rather than prescribing lessons or enforcing dogma. Young 
men were more inclined to recognize the importance of public goods if they had 
had some material, personal benefit firom it, if they catered to their desires as 
well as their duties. 

Social libraries like the Library Company transformed advanced learning 
from the complacent privilege of inherited status to a symbol of individual firee-
dom and opportunity. Franklin and the thousands of successors who formed 
these institutions recognized that culture could be rationalized according to demo
cratic agencies of supply and demand, in ways that effaced republican distinc
tions between public goods and private interests, between citizenship and con-
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sumption. Before 1876, over 3,000 social libraries had been founded, largely in 
the northeast United States. Many were small and short-lived and did not sur
vive the initial enthusiasm of their founders."^ The most successful o f them, such 
as the New York Mercantile Library, drew on strategies of commercial enter
prise, mastering practical strategies of promotion and service to deliver reading 
matter while "fresh," as annual reports often described it. As private organiza
tions that depended on the satisfaction of dues-paying members, social and "pro
prietary" libraries had economic incentives to define their market for reading, 
and to figure out the most effective means of exploiting it.̂  

Limitations of gender, class, ethnicity, and race belied the rhetoric of re
publican equality, and social libraries helped to institutionalize a more demo
cratic print culture that valued books not as a form of elite property but rather a 
medium of mass circulation. Instead of enforcing status in educational and so
cial hierarchies dominated by the learned ministry and gentlemen, books ac
quired social life through exchange and use. The essays that follow document 
the scope and nature of this social life of books and suggest some of the ways 
that American culture has been shaped by contests over access. Before the twen
tieth century, real access to books would continue to be limited by gender, class, 
ethnicity, and race, in ways that reflected the limits of American democracy 
itself. 

The new social life that books acquired with popular libraries challenged 
not only the monopoly that traditional elites had on access to books, but also the 
practices and values through which readers became engaged with them. In her 
research note on two social libraries in antebellum America, Emily Todd dem
onstrates how we can use circulating records to specify the nature of readers' 
engagement. At both the Richmond Library Company and the Lyceum and Li
brary Society of New Orleans, individuals used the intellectual freedom afforded 
by social libraries to read fiction, as they typically did in social libraries in the 
nineteenth century, and as they would continue to do in public libraries in the 
twentieth century. In the pace and the pattern at which readers borrowed the 
novels of Sir Walter Scott we see the emergence of a compulsive style of emo
tional and psychological attachment, at once extensive and intensive, that would 
become endemic to the popular tastes for mass culture. The experience of Scott's 
novels in the 1830s were, in some rough sense, equivalent to the repeated viewings 
of Titanic or fanatical devotion to Harry Potter novels in the 1990s.^ 

In balancing access to "useful knowledge" and self-improvement, with the 
social pleasures of leisure and consumption, libraries give shape to emerging 
communities.^ The spread of a mass culture of print promoted new kinds of 
consumption because, as Ronald and Mary Zboray point out in their ground
breaking essay on private libraries in antebellum America, it entailed a profound 
decentralization of cultural capital from the exclusive colleges and private li
braries of gentlemen to the parlors and kitchens of the middle class. As printed 
goods saturated everyday spaces in nineteenth-century America, the func-
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tions of a library were assumed in the domestic habits of collection, preserva
tion, cataloging, and reference. In their analysis, a library ceases to be a particu
lar place and a set of objects, a formal institution built of brick and mortar. It 
becomes instead a continuity of practices, a complex of habits among family, 
friends, and neighbors that assimilate books into the rhythms and rituals of house
keeping and sociability. In making these patterns and functions of the library 
visible in the quotidian practices of everyday life, the Zborays suggest how 
strongly our ability to see what culture is came to be colored by the large build
ings that sprang up in die late-nineteenth century. As informal functions of the 
domestic library were delegated to public libraries, an entire habitus of culture 
was overshadowed, if not eclipsed, by forces of centralization and 
professionalization—^by formal protocols of cultural authority that became em
bedded in bureaucratic institutions. 

The Public Infrastructure 
In the age of the social library, the major contest was over access, but in the 

age of the public library, it would be over the boundaries of public and private 
life, the infrastructure of civic space. Following the innovations in paper produc
tion and the steam-powered press, the printed book was the first tmly mass me
dium, one that to social elites and reformers seemed indifferent, if not corrosive, 
to moral standards and social hierarchies, indeed to the very inheritance of Western 
learning. The canary in this particular mineshaft was the popular novel, the de
velopment of which in the eighteenth century coincided with the spread of so
cial and circulating libraries. At the end of the eighteenth century, Caritat's im
mensely popular commercial library in Manhattan catered to upper-class tastes 
with its impressive supply of fiction and its appeal to the genteel conventions of 
intellectual improvement and moral edification. In his 1804 catalog Caritat in
cluded "explanatory" notes and excerpts from critical reviews that argued for 
the moral propriety and literary worth of some of the hundreds of novels that he 
rented out.^ Debates about the value of the fiction in social libraries continued 
throughout the nineteenth century and persisted well into the twentieth century, 
as public libraries and the library profession struggled to define acquisition and 
circulation policies. These debates reflected larger anxieties about the moral 
consequences of mass culture and marketplace values for the democratic polity. 

Few institutions were more important in making a new ideal of public cul
ture palpable and visible in the material and social landscape of nineteenth-
century America than the public library. In their first annual report, the Tmstees 
of the Boston Public Library paid homage to the Gutenberg Revolution as hav
ing produced "the great intellectual revival of the modem world" by making 
books cheap and abundant. But what good was the invention of printing and the 
spread of literacy without the means to put these books in the hands of a reading 
public? The trustees admitted the presence of many libraries in Boston, and 
pointed out that two-thirds of Massachusetts towns that had social libraries were 
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"languishing." Despite all the other libraries in Boston, "multitudes among i 
have no right of access to any one of the more considerable and important 
these libraries." The brilliant strategy of the advocates of public libraries was 
redefine the agency of culture in terms of progress and abundance. Like cans 
and turnpikes and railways, or the modem freeway system, libraries should 1 
seen as part of the physical infrastmcture and capital improvements by which 
society invests in its future. As the Tmstees continued: 

The old roads, so to speak, are admitted to be no longer suffi
cient. Even the more modem turnpikes do not satisfy our wants. 
We ask for railcars and steamboats, in which many more per
sons—even multitudes—^may advance together to the great 
end of life, and go faster, farther and better, by the means thus 
furnished to them, than they have ever been able to do be
fore.^ 

Since the eighteenth century, the laissez-faire philosophy of liberal capitalis 
had equated the free traffic in goods with the spread of knowledge and the diff 
sion of cosmopolitan manners and refined customs that marked a people as "ci> 
lized." As new modes of transportation and communication fed the growth 
markets and commerce, so too libraries would make the trade in ideas mo 
efficient, taking us "to the great end of life" in a way that is "faster, farth< 
better" than by previous means available. 

The existence of thousands of libraries in towns and cities across nineteent 
century America—in common with Sunday schools, lyceums, hospitals, aj 
prisons—was not enough. Libraries had to become permanent fixtures in t] 
civic landscape. Already by 1869, when Edward Edwards made his comparati 
study of free town libraries in Europe and America, he was stmck by the great 
enthusiasm in the United States for tax support of libraries and other educatior 
institutions: "In the course of the rapidly increasing attention bestowed, throug 
out almost all parts of America, upon public libraries as powerful and indispensit 
instruments of civilization" attention soon fastened "upon the municipal acti* 
of incorporated towns, as offering the best of all machinery for making Fr 
Libraries thoroughly progressive and tmly permanent."^^ 

The most persuasive and influential argument for how public libraries serv 
this civilizing function and why they needed tax support to be "thoroughly pi 
gressive" came from their partnership with public school systems. What go< 
was education if, in fitting students with the equipment for learning, it left the 
without a "right of access" to the universe of knowledge? "It awakens a taste i 
reading, but it furnishes to the public nothing to be read. It conducts our you] 
men and women to the point, where they are qualified to acquire from books t 
various knowledge in the arts and sciences which books contain; but it do 
nothing to put those books within their reach." The "public makes no provisi* 
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whatever" by which young people "can carry on their education and bring it to 
practical results by private study "̂ ^ Republican ideology of education allowed 
reformers to justify the enormous '^provision" that, in the following century, 
would be made by the "public" for libraries in cities and towns across the nation. 
Indeed, prior to the cascade of library legislation later in the century, most nine
teenth-century towns already had libraries attached to their local schools. Legis
lation in the late-1830s permitted school districts to levy taxes for school librar
ies. By 1850 Massachusetts had 2,084, while New York schools had some 1.5 
million library books.^^ 

As with the huge public investments in intemal improvements, the public 
library became a fixture in the urban landscape. Aggressive campaigns by urban 
reformers and private philanthropists effected a profound transformation in the 
social habitat of the modem liberal state, A new public culture emerged from the 
partnership of private philanthropy and tax-supported agencies of local and state 
government. John Jacob Astor left $400,000 for a library because, as his will 
stated, he wished "to render a public benefit to the city of New York, and to 
contribute to the advancement of human knowledge and the general good of 
society. . . ."̂ ^ In the early-twentieth century Andrew Carnegie's benevolence 
was especially important in spreading the library as a public agency across the 
United States. Camegie*s money built 1,679 libraries in the United States, and 
perhaps more important, extorted public commitments to libraries fi^om com
munities, since the gifts came with the obligation that communities pay for their 
maintenance and support in perpetuity. Built in more than 1,400 communities 
between 1880 and 1920, Carnegie libraries were often the only government build
ings besides the county courthouses. Today, more than 1,000 of them are still 
being used as libraries. 

In striking contrast to state sponsorship of arts and letters in other nations in 
the developed west, much of the infrastructure for public culture in cities across 
the United States was initiated by private philanthropy. As Peter Dobkin Hall 
has argued, this may have been a result of the historic openness of the American 
political system. As the franchise was opened to white males in the early-nine
teenth century, elites in the northeastern United States made innovative use of 
non-profit corporate charters to develop a network of non-profit institutions that 
ajfforded tiiem new channels of leadership, new agencies of social control. As 
Anglo-American Protestants lost their dominance at die ballot box, they made 
philanthropic institutions such as the library a preferred mode of politics by 
other means,^* In this regard, the magnates who forked over the enormous sums 
made no bones about their motives. As Carnegie, who gave away more than $50 
million for libraries, declared in 1900: "I choose free libraries as the best agen
cies for improving the masses of the people, because they give nothing for noth
ing. They only help those who help themselves. They never pauperize. They 
reach the aspiring, and open to these the chief treasures of the world—^those 
steeped up in books. A taste for reading drives out lower tastes."^^ As Carnegie's 
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comment succinctly summarized, the "agency" of the public library was moral 
uplift and social control, not a system of welfare that would "pauperize" steel 
workers by robbing them of their initiative and independence. It was an agency 
of self-help that would reward the "aspiring" of talent and will, substituting 
baser instincts for drinking, dancing, and sex with the "higher" taste for books. 
Such benevolence invited the working classes to think about abstract "treasures 
of the world" rather than their wages, to focus on opening up their minds rather 
than the sensate pleasures of their bodies or their impoverished living condi
tions. For Carnegie, Pennsylvania steel workers would rise above the working 
classes by tmsting their futures to individual ambition instead of collective or
ganization. 

These pubUc hbraries were not only "instruments" of social control, but 
also the nineteenth century's most impressive symbols of what Astor termed the 
"general good of society," of liberal capitalism's capacity to create "civiliza
tion." Franklin's biography, after all, traced the movement of a self-made man 
into pubUc obligation: it was an advertisement of how the pursuit of self-interest 
could produce public goods. No idea became more central to hberal ideology 
than the opportunities for social mobility afforded by education, the freedom 
reaUzed through access to books. As they looked back to modest beginnings, 
figures as diverse as Franklin, Carnegie, Frederick Douglass, and countless oth
ers celebrated the miraculous power of reading to transform one's material and 
social circumstances. Just as the blighted social and economic landscape of in
dustrial capitaHsm was putting the power of the individual in question, this lib
eral ideology was propagated with missionary zeal by a new cadre of profes
sional librarians and educators. As they spread the gospel of public culture to 
small towns across the United States, public libraries would acquire status as a 
public good, worthy of tax support, by giving the unwashed or provincial masses 
the chance to worship the civil religion of liberal individualism. Ushered into 
these ornate temples of self-improvement, educated citizens were assumed to 
become more capable of assuming the duties and enjoying the fiiiits of hberty 
and less likely to challenge the social inequalities that grew with each decade. 

The early campaign for tax support of libraries coincided with a compre
hensive efifort to define Hbrarianship as a professional mode of civic service. 
Tlie passage of the Pendleton Civil Service Reform Act in 1883 sought to give 
government service a more "professional" character, at a moment when profes
sionalism was increasingly defined by positivist and managerial norms of objec
tivity, efficiency, and expertise. While poUtical appointees would occupy the 
upper tiers of government agencies, the machinery of governance would remain 
relatively undisUurbed by the tides of popular whim and the political corruption 
that seemed to have compromised the integrity and quality of civic life. Like the 
post office or other departments of an expanding network of municipal and state 
bureaucracies, the modem library specialized in "services" that could be evalu
ated and standardized according to rationalized, bureaucratic methods. The 
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smooth, continuous operation of municipal administrations—^like the monolithic 
buildings that housed them—^became powerful symbols of democracy's ability 
to survive the winds of political fashion! The major argument for this extraordi
nary expansion of state sponsorship of "instruments of civilization" such as the 
pubUc schools and libraries in the Progressive era was the influx of milUons of 
immigrants and the social havoc wrought by industrialism in the late-nineteenth 
and early-twentieth centuries. 

Like the urban settlement houses that sprang up at the turn of the century, 
public libraries helped give new institutional forms to civic life. They did this in 
large part by challenging the gendered meanings that had defined roles and re
sponsibilities of public life. In "*We Have Become Too Tender-Hearted': Gen
der and the Language of Negotiation in the Public Library," Jacqueline Eddy 
examines the language in which Ubrary professionals employed the rhetoric of 
gender to claim cultural authority for the library and enhance the status of their 
profession from 1880 through 1920.^'' Eddy analyzes the "official" language of 
the library movement, primarily drawn from the American Library Association 
and (until 1906) its primary organ. The Library Journal, as they addressed pro
fessional education, the admittance and segregation of children, the new strate
gies of community outreach, and other issues. The library became a fibcture in 
the public landscape during the decades when the very shape of the civic sphere 
and the limits of private life were being profoundly transformed by modem con
flicts over gender roles. In issues relating to poverty, education, and children, 
thousands of women occupying the rank and file of progressive reform sought to 
bring moral conscience and practical skills associated with Victorian domestic
ity into the urban landscape. At HuU House, Jane Addams and her colleagues 
literally set up house in an inunigrant ghetto, applying their own expertise with 
the "home economics" of hygiene, nutrition, and maternal care to problems of 
urban life. These problems could no longer be managed by male-dominated 
political systems that, like so many fathers in Victorian melodrama, had become 
incompetent, cormpt, or derelict in their pubhc duties. With tiie entrance of women 
into education and social work, the rise of the "new woman" and networks of 
women's clubs, the grass roots mobilization against drinking and other social 
pathologies, and the stmggle for the vote, questions about the social status and 
moral authority of women became integral to every aspect of municipal, state, 
and national reform. One wonders whether massive investment in pubhc librar
ies would have been possible without the moral authority that women brought to 
bear in their new roles. As pubhc libraries opened children's reading rooms and 
offered counsel to immigrants, women came to play new roles in public life 
without challenging Victorian proprieties, and they did so at a lower cost to 
municipal taxpayers. 

The institutions of pubhc culture built by private philanthropy and the state 
brought the "advancement of human knowledge" to otiierwise dark provinces 
of American life, outposts in an expanding national culture in the twentietii 
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century. Two essays offer contrasting perspectives on the diffuse process by which 
libraries became enmeshed in larger contests over the meaning and form of 
American culture during the middle of the twentieth century. If in the nineteenth 
century freedom had been a largely moral category—^freedom from lower tastes, 
as Carnegie put it—it became, with the emergence of the United States as a 
military and economic superpower, an increasingly political category. Jean Freer 
offers a case study of how the New York Public Library came to develop a new 
kind of service called "Exploring the American Idea" (EAI). Like the Great 
Books Program, EAI was an adult education program designed to foster an aware
ness of democratic values, at the same moment when agencies such as the Voice 
of America or the Unites States Information Agency were seeking to spread the 
empire of American liberalism abroad.̂ ^ Through reading lists and discussion 
groups sponsored by the program, popular audiences gained access to an emerg
ing canon of literary works that, like the first academic programs in American 
Studies or influential studies such as P.O. Mathiessen's American Renaissance 
(1941), expressed a cohesive and exceptional cultural identity. As Freer recon
structs the particular history of Exploring the American Idea, however, its ideo
logical meaning becomes less cohesive and certain once we see the complex 
negotiations between individuals and groups, elites and popular audiences— 
from which cultural agencies develop in complex social and institutional envi
ronments. 

What then can the case of the library teach us about otherwise familiar 
episodes in the development of liberal hegemony? As libraries and other institu
tions became quasi-governmental agencies, processes of cultural formation be
came increasingly contested and more diffuse than scholars have sometimes 
imagined. In "Reading versus the Red Bull," Christine Pawley tells the story of 
the Door-Kewaunee, Wisconsin Regional Library Demonstration Project, which 
between 1950 and 1953 established rural bookmobile service, expanded small
town library collections, and introduced cooperative cataloguing and book se
lection. Focusing on an electoral referendum in 1952 about whether the county 
would continue funding the initiative, Pawley demonstrates how political ab
stractions playing out nationally became palpable at the grass roots level as a 
conflict over taxes, pitting liberal/progressive views of the civic role of libraries 
against forces of social and cultural conservatism. As library advocates and lo
cal politicians manipulated rhetoric of the Cold War to their own ends, their 
arguments were in large part resisted by the patrons of bookmobiles, who con
tinued to be interested mainly in reading fiction. Whatever the national and glo
bal meanings that elites attach to them, cultural agencies are constituted in prac
tices and uses, within particular communities and local lives. No less than Ben 
Franklin and his fellow artisans, the ordinary people who gathered in reading 
groups at the New York Public, or took books from the bookmobiles in rural 
Wisconsin were using institutions to their own purposes. To understand the role 
of the library in American life requires that we understand agency itself in terms 
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of appropriation. To read a book is to borrow from established forms of cultural 
authority and to refashion that authority within personal and communal contexts 
of meaning and practice. 

A s the funding and administration of libraries was transferred from philan
thropy to the pubhc purse, libraries became as integral to the local infrastructure 
of civic life as roads and bridges were to transportation networks. As programs 
such as "Exploring the Idea" or the Wisconsin Library Demonstration suggest, 
these municipal agencies of American culture would develop according to bu
reaucratic imperatives that accompanied the enormous post-War expansion of 
the scope and complexity of govenmient at the local, regional, and national 
levels. Professional initiatives such as the Pubhc Library Inquiry, pubhshed by 
the Social Science Research Council in 1950, found that the nation had a "mul
titude of libraries, some of them magnificent institutions, but it has no library 
system," and recommended an "integrated or interrelated machinery" of man
agement that has now become commonplace in services such as interlibrary 
loan and on-line catalogues. The federal government became involved in ex
panding the infrastructure of pubhc library service with The Library Services 
Act i n 1956 and the Library Services and Constmction Act of 1964, perhaps in 
response the report's observation that "conununist countries have been most 
active in promoting public library growth within their borders."^^ In the mid-
1990s, there were over 16,000 pubhc hbrary buildings in 9,000 library systems, 
with more than half part of a municipal govemment. Almost 80 percent of the 
total operating income of $5.9 bilUon came from local sources, with 12 percent 
cormng from the state and 1 percent from the federal govemment.^^ The "ma
chinery" of library service had indeed become more centralized as well. More 
than 71 percent of the population was being serviced by only 11 percent of the 
public hbraries, and almost 70 percent of pubhc hbraries were members of a 
system, federation, or cooperative service. 

Pubhc hbraries and other institutions estabhshed boundaries between pub
hc and private life that have become cmcial to the modem meaning and experi
ence of community. In their comparison of two hbraries in Florida, Gottiieb and 
Dilevko open a window on the fate of the community at the end of the twentieth 
centmy, in a social landscape increasmgly shaped by the private forces of glo
bal capitalism, and mass consumption. When the Disney Corporation first built 
the private residential development of Celebration, it made no provision for a 
town library. We might see this initial omission as a symptom of the corporate 
takeover of public life occurring at every level of education. The pubhc library 
in Celebration eventually differed from the one next door in neighboring Osceola 
County in an emphasis on therapeutic self-help books that, as Dilevko and 
Gottlieb argue, reflects a profound shift in the ideology and social fabric of 
conamunity. In its residents' desire for a library, one can see nostalgia for an 
image of small town life, the same fantasy of Main Street U.S.A. that Disneyland 
has sold for generations. For tiiose who can afford it, tiiis fantasy entails stan-
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dardization, homogeneity, and control of the social environment that ethnic and 
class diversity make impossible elsewhere. As the case of Celebration suggests, 
the privatization of conununity is eroding the infrastructure of civic life that 
allowed earlier generations of Americans to recognize collective goods as dis
tinct from goods in the marketplace. Conmiunity in postmodem America has 
itself become a function of niche marketing, in which "culture" has become 
synonymous with leisure and consumption. 

Sites of Memory, and the Memory of Technology 
Libraries enlarge our understanding of agencies of culture from two per

spectives: the competition for goods and stams and the construction of an infra-
stracture for public and national culture. In both regards, the history of libraries 
exemplifies conflicts—^between individualism and community, between private 
and public—^that are endemic to the process of cultural formation in the modem 
United States. But as the essays in this volume also demonstrate, the library 
itself has a more specific history as a unique kind of agency, related to the stor
age, retrieval, and organization of knowledge. All cultures, of course, develop 
tacit and formal means for preserving the past for the benefit of future genera
tions. From the campaign of ancient rhetoricians to devise "places of memory," 
to the modem campaigns to devise a universal standard bibliography, the West-
em ideal of the library has represented not merely a collection of books gathered 
for some purpose but also arguments about the location, form, and power of 
knowledge in particular social and historical contexts. As a symbolic space, a 
type of collection, a kind of building, the library gives institutional form to our 
collective memory. 

This can be seen in the case of Presidential libraries, which as Benjamin 
Hufbauer demonstrates in "A Shift in Commemoration," was invented by Fraiikdn 
D. Roosevelt. By naming his memorial a "library," Roosevelt sought to be re
membered for posterity by trading on the prestige and good will associated with 
libraries. And yet, in its pragmatic organization and architectural form, the com
plex was meant to operate as a popular museum as well as archive, appealing to 
a general public of tourists rather than a coterie of scholars. Such institutions 
intervene in our collective memory less through the functional preservation of 
documents and archival material, than through the production of national his
tory as an locus of symbolic imagination. Through his analysis of the physical 
design and layout of the library, Huftbauer demonstrates how the institution 
creates "narrative circuits of settings and objects" that conflate an individual's 
life with a national past, shrouding public history in the aura of the sacred. We 
have no kings in America, but the growth of the imperial presidency in the twen
tieth century has helped to satisfy a thoroughly aristocratic desire to elevate 
particular objects and individuals above the democratic horde—^to worship at 
the tomb of presidents grown Pharaoh-like in their cultural stature. 
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Libraries not only create access to tlie cnltoral goods, but tbey also institu
tionalize through their collections and pohcies changing ideals of cultuie. The 
creation of large national hbraries throughout the early modmi period were co
incident with the invention of traditions that helped to legitimize the modem 
nation-state. Along with museums, monuments, and other pubhc places, hbrar
ies and their collections helped to locate a disembodied historical consciousness 
in physical and symbohc sites of what Pierre Nora has diagnosed as the reahns 
of national memoiy.^^ In narrating the development of the Archive of American 
Folk Culture in the Library of Congress, Jane Aikin helps us to understand the 
process of institutional mnovation and adaptation that helped to shape our col
lective heritage m the modem era. In the nineteenth century, Charles Jewett's 
advocacy for making the Smithsonian institution a national Hbrary depended on 
a morahstic distinction among the objects of culture. "Standard*' books in re
search hbraries demanded the gravity and intensity of "study," unlike the "ephem
eral works"' and cheap publications that were piled up like so much lumber on 
the shelves of circulating libraries, athenaeums, book auctions.^ It was only in 
the twentietii century that f oUc music and other ephemeral pieces of the vernacu
lar past came to have a value for scholars. Aikin describes the efforts of Herbal: 
Putnam and Robert Winslow Gordon to expand the scope of the Library of Con
gress' mission and function, given its xmique legislative status, and given the low 
status of music as an object of scholarly and historical inquiry. Aikin reminds us 
of the contingent, pragmatic process by which popular "culture" came to be 
discovered in the 1920s and 1930s, newly visible pieces of a rapidly evolving 
national patrimony. 

Like the Smithsonian and the Library of Congress, large pubhc institutions 
founded in the nineteenth century made historical argmnents about the meaning 
and purpose of "culture" in the modem world. Adomed with imposing and clas
sical proportions of the Beaux arts tradition and the "City Beautiful" movement, 
huge edifices such as the New York Public Library were designed to promote 
and protect a traditional ideal of civilization from the anarchic, benighted mod
e m urban life. In *The Sound of the Civic: Noise and Urban Subjectivity at the 
N e w York Public Library," Ari Kelman takes the silence of libraries as die occa
s ion for thinking about the phenomenology of civic hfe. The inunigrants who 
sat quietiy awed by the majestic splendor of the Pubhc Library's reading room 
in the early twentieth century found refuge from an urban social life that, as 
Kelman argues, is always noisy. Seeking to control and regulate this noise of the 
modem city, the philanthropists and reformers who agitated throughout the later 
nineteenth century on behalf of libraries and other municipal institutions (tiie art 
museum, the concert hall, the opera house, the park system, etc.) saw tiiem-
selves as what Dee Garrison once termed "aposties of culture,"^ In sharing the 
British educator Mathew Arnold's definition of culture as the "best that has 
been thought and said," thek efforts were motivated by a moralistic, if not spki-
tual, quest to create a space for tradition, proportion, and reverence in a modem 
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social landscape grown crowded and noisy with mass consumption and ethnic 
pluralism. Their elitist ideal of civic life was embodied in the cold, imposing, 
silent spaces because the husde of work and leisure in the highly commercial 
and industrial spaces of the city were seeii as alienating to ordinary peoples' 
capacity for thinking and acting as citizens. Whatever their efficacy in "improv
ing" or "controlling" the masses, these buildings allowed Americans literally to 
hear the sound of the civic, to develop a sensory and corporeal attachment to a 
symbolic ideal of democmtic culture and a Victorian creed of liberal individual
ism. 

With their granite and limestone walls, with the echo of one's footsteps on 
their polished marble floors, these large edifices have become monuments to a 
moral ideal of learning that now seems obsolete. These libraries are mausole
ums for the bounded "corpus" or unified "body" that knowledge seemed to 
have, prior to its virtual decomposition in the digital age. In the mid-twentieth 
century, librarians embraced an altemative epistemology subsumed in the term 
"information," with its connotation of "scattered disjunct firagments of fact."^ 
As federal defense and intelligence agencies sponsored research and technol
ogy in information systems and data analysis, schools of librarianship expanded 
their discipline to include "information science." Increasingly, the agency of 
the public library would be identified less with buildings and the lending of 
books, than with centralized, cooperative systems of information classifica
tion, storage, and retrieval. As early as 1940, an early prophet of information 
systems, Vannevar Bush, imagined a "memex," a "sort of mechanized private 
file and library" using microfilm to store books, records, and communications 
on a device that resembled a desktop computer. New technologies would dis
pense with the cumbersome "artificiality of systems of indexing" that had been 
designed for books, operating in a more organic or natural way by '*the associa
tion of thoughts," as "an enlarged intimate supplement" to memory.^ As Bush 
predicted, the computer age would help to make private and virtual those agen
cies of knowledge that the libraries of the nineteenth century had made so insis-
tentiy public. 

In twentieth-century America, the agencies of culture became identified 
with "progress" in media and technology in ways that fundamentally challenged 
the public fiinction of the library. In the 1957 film comedy Desk Set, we find an 
acute parable about the potential anachronism of the library as a human institu
tion, in a universe of knowledge grown inhuman in scale and esoteric in its 
particulars. Spencer Tracy plays a "methods engineer" who installs an " elec
tronic brain" in the "Research and Reference" office of the Federal Broadcast
ing Corporation, threatening to replace the entire office. As it is imagined in the 
film, the library became the province of a group of eccentric and endearing 
office "girls" adept at the recall of trivia and the intuitive solution of brain-
teasers. Amidst the dusty piles of books and the clutter of corporate office, the 
library's traditional challenges of storing and retrieving knowledge are drama-
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tized in the spectacle of Katharine Hepburn reciting verses of Longfellow and 
naming all of Santa's reindeer. The comic premise of the movie is that techno
logical progress and corporate efficiency caimot do without the quirky charm of 
a librarian, no less than a work-obsessed engineer can do without a gal. 

Marrying off the spinster to the computer geek, the fihn manages reconcili
ation between the traditional form of the hbrary and new technology that has 
proved more problematic in real life. Reduced to its functionahty for "refer
ence," that "knowledge" long ideahzed as the humanist end of civilization has 
been rationalized as information. It has ceased to represent a public good, a 
means to developing one's capacity for enhghtened reason and ftuAering the 
collective inheritance of "culture," and has become instead a commodity within 
the all-encompassing world of the multinational media corporation. Decorated 
in the steel shelving and desks that would become ubiquitous in administrative 
offices throughout the 1950s and 1960s, the hbrary depicted in the fihn is a 
vestigial artifact in the evolution of media technology and the social institutions 
under corporate capitalism. The feminized images of the library and hbrarians 
in Desk Set or in Sinclair Lewis' Main Street have become part of our coHective 
memory. They recall social and institutional forms that have been bypassed by 
what came, in the late-twentieth century, to be Called the information superhigh
way. 

Managed from the offices of IBM, Disney, AOL-Time Warner, and other 
centralized, hierarchical corporate agencies, culture is not about prized goods, 
gaining their value firom the social distmctions they enforce between gentiemen 
and plebians, the values they negotiate between learned and popular tastes, but 
about systems and processes—or what has, with the digital age, increasingly 
come to be called "networks." Culture is a pathway, or what the Trustees of the 
Boston Public Library termed in 1852 a "right of access": it is a set of relation
ships or links by which individuals become more effectively integrated into the 
production and exchange of information. Or, to put it in contemporary terms, 
any library is merely a portal to a network. From this perspective, the buildings 
and books they hold become secondary to the amorphous potential and magical 
promise of distributed systems m die postmodern organization of the informa
tion economy. When San Francisco built its new flagship pubhc library in the 
1990s, it engaged in wholesale "book dumping" because its director saw physi
cal books as peripheral to its mission in the uiformation age.^ And, indeed, 
although hbraries today receive more visitors than ever, it often seems that their 
most crowded spaces are where people sign up and patientiy wait thek tum at 
the computer terminals made available for pubhc use. 

The essays that follow help us to understand the social and historical life of 
print culture that libraries helped to institutionalize over the last two hundred 
years, and to appreciate the genealogy of an essentially Victorian symbol of 
public hfe. They also help us to see more clearly what the potential disappear
ance of flie library from the local landscape of Celebration and elsewhere por-
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tends for the processes of cultural formation in the twenty-first century. Where 
exactly is culture, in a world where the forms of knowledge have been reorga
nized by new media and digital technology, where the experience of public life 
is increasingly realized through private acts of consumption? With the develop
ment of new media and the gradual usurpation of state sovereignty by the multi
national corporation, agencies of culture have shifted from particular objects 
and local sites, to institutional systems and networks on a regional, national, and 
increasingly global scale. 
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